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SCCB MISSION
The mission of the SC Commission for
the Blind is to provide quality
vocational rehabilitation services,
independent living services and
prevention of blindness services to
blind and visually impaired individuals
leading to competitive employment
and social and economic
independence
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Eligibility Criteria
SCCB provides services to the legally blind and
severely visually impaired South Carolinians. These
services are made available with state & federal
funding. There is no charge to the consumers for
Services.

SCCB Core Programs and Services
Business Enterprise Program {BEP):
Provides job training, stand development, consulting
services job placement, and stand maintenance to carry
out the mandates of the Randolph-Sheppard Act.

Training and Employment Services:
Provides training to consumers on assistive technology,
job readiness skills, and customer service skills that are
needed to become competitively employed.
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Problem Statement:
The South Carolina Commission for the Blind needs to provide the Blind Licensed
Vendors, their sighted helpers, and SCCB staff counselors with a streamlined working
environment. At present we have twelve company brands, and thirty different types
of vending equipment. This is extremely challenging for the Bl V's, helpers, and
counseling staff of the Commission to remember how to operate this wide array of
complicated vending equipment that's mix-matched in the Business Enterprise
Program (BEP Dept.) statewide.
The same problem also falls on the SCCB technical department repair staff that
installs and performs maintenance on all vending equipment as needed. My staff
and I maintain hundreds of vending machines in the State of South Carolina for the
Blind Licensed Vendors, their helpers, and the Commission staff providing in house,
and on-site training. Each company's brand of vending equipment varies greatly
when it comes to set-up, installation, and training for proper operation on location.
(price setting, test vending, refrigeration requirements, preventive maintenance,
repair parts, etc.) The SCCB warehouse has thousands of repair parts (New & Oldreusable parts), plus equips our repair trucks with hundreds of mentioned parts for on-
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site repairs. With such a wide variety of vending equipment, thirty types & growing, this
is truly a "Problem Statement" that needs to be addressed at the SC Commission for
the Blind.
The current impact on the Blind clients has become overwhelming for long time
stand managers with thirty plus years of service. Trying to remember how to operate
and maintain these vending machines is a nightmare. Currently we have street route
stands in SC that have (4 to 6) different kind of snack machines
(3 to 4) different kind of refrigerated/ frozen food machines
(3 to 4) cold beverage & Coffee machines
(3 to 4) different types of Dollar bill changers.
These same issues facing the BL V's is true for the SC Commission for the Blind staff
across the board. My project will identify new departmental goals that if applied
should better serve SCCB staff, blind clients, and their helpers leading them to a more
competitive employment environment, being more personally independent, social,
and having economic independence for years to come.
The goals stated are a critical part of the South Carolina Commission for the Blind
"Mission Statement."
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Data Collection:
The goal for my data collection is to bring fresh ideas to the SC Commission for the
Blind (BEP Dept.) about streamlining the vending equipment statewide. This data will
reduce the amount of training we currently have to provide in an on-going basis to
Bl V's, helpers, BEP Counselors, and Trade Specialist. (Vending Technicians)
This data will provide a total cost saving, to Business Enterprise Program's allocated
budget that will save tax payers thousands of dollars yearly. This should in the long
run be a "Win-Win" for the Commissions BEP Dept., SC tax payers & the blind clients
we currently serve and those we will serve in the future.
I've collected information by attending the Atlantic Coast Exposition in Myrtle
Beach SC. This is a yearly three day event in October that caters to the vending
industry up and down the East Coast. I received information and training on some
of the newest vending machines on the market for 201 6 - 201 7 year that were ready
for purchase at the trade show expo. This is just in time for the South Commission for
the Blind's equipment contract renewal that's coming up for bid in early summer.
Methods of meeting food service & vending machine company reps at such a
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large expo gives you the chance to put "Hands On" the equipment, and talk to the
representatives while taking a close look at the equipment for quality issues or
concerns right next to their competition. Compare Apples to Apples!

Data Analysis:
During my 32 years of working in the vending industry I have gained vast knowledge
regarding the different types of vending & food service equipment that are on the
market, and have worked on most types going back to mechanical (no electronics). I
have findings that will show cost savings for the agency by reducing the amount of
service calls on such a wide array of complicated vending equipment that's become
very dated over the past 22 years that I've been working for the SC Commission for the
Blind. We still have machines in stands operated by the South Carolina Commission for
the Blind that are over twenty five years old, and aren't ADA compliant. (American
Disabilities Act.) The ADA requirements are on appendices page. 23-26
Data collected also identifies new Federal regulations on calorie disclosure by the
FDA for vending operators with stands having over 20 vending machines. Some of our
Bl V's have street routes that will be found Not in Compliance and could incur fines in
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the future. All of these issues can be resolved by purchasing machines with built in LCD
displays screens. If the existing machine is new enough, an e-Port digital display card
reader can provide product calorie info at a minimal cost instead of vending machine
replacement. (Cost savings are in the thousands verses a new machine purchase.)
FDA (Federal Drug Administration) requirements are on appendices page. 27-30
I have researched the cost of replacement parts needed on new machines such as
control boards, interface boards, vend motors, etc. These items will interchange on
the new vending machines. One control board fits most of the machines in the
company line up. On the snack, sandwich & frozen food vending machines, control
boards are the same, and some of the vending machine motors will interchange from
company to company.
This is a solution to a lot of costly inventory stocked parts that are needed at the SCCB
warehouse, and on the service trucks going to repair calls statewide. The Commission
spends thousands of dollars each year on so many different types of parts that don't
interchange from machine to machine. The cost of so many various parts to keep old
machines working is sky-rocketing. All of the parts are aftermarket type because the
companies are no longer in business. New machines will save money in the long run.
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Some vending machines operated by the SCCB are over 25 years old! No Parts are
available period. My staff & I are working tirelessly trying to keep machines working
for the BEP Dept., but with parts no longer available (obsolete), all we can do is put
on old parts removed from machines that have been declared "JUNKED" by State
Surplus Property. We spent hours stripping machines for re-useable parts that last only a
weeks or months. Sooner than later we return on a repair call replacing those 20 year
old parts with "You Guessed It" more used and worn parts.
Crane Merchandising Systems Rep. David Melvin stated at the trade show in Myrtle
Beach SC, for each repair call the estimated cost is $150.00. The SCCB has 4 vending
techs, and most days 3 techs are responding to service repair calls. That's $450.00 per
day & $2,250.00 per five day work week. We rotate being "on-call" one vending
technician covers the whole state of SC for holidays and weekend service calls for the
SCDC Prison System. These mandated service calls definitely increase our total cost.
The SC Commission for the Blind cost savings would be tremendous by cutting service
calls in half on old obsolete vending machines. Pay now, save later. The BEP Dept.
could potentially buy a new vending machine every two weeks by just reducing the
amount of repairs. Current prices of major parts, & new vending machines will be
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listed in detail on the following page. Plus see appendices page 21 for service center
repair charges on bill acceptors, control boards, etc.

The "Cost" of doing business:
"AMS Brand" vending machines

Warranty info.

A&M Equipment Sales

3 years

Lithonia GA.

Model 39 ambient snack $3,350.00
Model 39

hill

snack $3,745.00

Model 35 ambient snack $3,250.00 Jr. size
Model 35 chilled snack $3,575.00 Jr. size

None of this equipment
is on state contract

Model 39 Outsider chilled snack $4,804.00

A&M Equipment will bid

Model 39 "Visi-Diner" cold food $4,056.00

on the 201 7 contract.

Model 35 Bottle/food combo $4,206.00 Jr. size
Model 39 Bottle/food combo $4,375.00
"AMS " control board $312.00 Fits all above
Crane Merchandising Systems, Inc.
Model 472 Media chilled snack $5,741 .00

Warranty info.
2 years

Brady /Starburst
Charlotte NC.
State contract now

Model 47 1 Media ambient snack $4,932.00

will bid again on 2017

Model 962 Revolution "Drum Style" Cold

contract

Food machine ..... $9,449.00
"Crane" control board $258.00 Fits all above
"USI Brand" vending machines

Southeastern Vending Services, Inc.
Charlotte NC.

Model alpine St5000 or Vt5000
Chilled snack "Outsider" machine $7,222.00
Combi 3000 frozen food machine $7,222.00
Warranty info.
Combi 3000 frozen/refrigerated
Cold Food machine $7,222.00 Jr. sized

2 years

State contract now
will bid again on 201 7
contract

"USI" control board $210.00 Fits all above
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"American Changer" Model AC l 000 Dollar bill changer $1,845.00
"MEI" Bill Recycler"- any machine (Replaces need for a bill changer) $635.00 page. 20
"USI" Geneva coffee machine $6,200.00

All of the companies listed on the previous page will set-up their equipment per the
Commission for the Blinds requirements and Blind client's needs. These Companies will
deliver to the locations statewide (Bl V's Stands) or warehouse, train Bl V's, helpers, and
all agency staff on the proper operation & maintenance of the vending machines.
As Blind clients grow their business or move to another stand in South Carolina, the
learning curve for them and the SCCB staff will be a smooth transition. This new data
gathered will ensure a major cost saving on training, travel time, service repair calls,
and parts inventory costs will be greatly reduced by streamlining machine types and
company brands of vending equipment.

Implementation Plan:
Sharing relevant information ensures that all parties involved (SCCB senior staff, BEP
dept., blind clients) have a common base of information on which to make informed
choices to change and improve the process that we as an agency are now doing.
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I want to ensure that all parties mentioned above understand that the purpose of this
project is to make improvements, "Not Find Faults" or "Cast Blame." How do we get to
where we need to be and not stay in the same place "Implement Change."

Action must be taken to complete this goal. This is an opportunity for the South
Carolina Commission for the Blind to get the right people on-board. The SCCB leadership can make decisions today by setting a strategic plan in place for the future
growth of the Business Enterprise Program, and share this information with key stakeholders to make this vision a reality. Start small (Don't try to always hit a home run), a
single is fine. Three singles hits can set the team up for a BIG SCORE !
The timeframes & costs for implementation of this plan will not come overnight, but we
must provide current technology for the ever changing vending market. In the last two
years we have replaced over a hundred vending machines statewide to the newest
styles available. New machines should remain in the locations, and meet the current
needs for 7 to 10 years, unless vandalism occurs causing the removal if not repairable.
We need to continue providing high quality equipment that's updatable on-site for
SCCB Technical Staff, or for future government regulations. The new vending machines
listed on the"Cost"page.12 meet these requirements, of high quality, and adaptability.
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With a new procurement contract coming in 2017, communication between all
parties will be crucial in using potential resources to purchase specific equipment to
meet the blind vendor's needs to streamline vending machines, and integration into
a standard operating procedure for the future procurements. The cheapest isn't
always the best. Past experience with poor quality vending equipment on the state
contract has been a problem that's been documented by the SCCB "BEP"
department technical repair team, counselors, and the "BEP" director.
The North Carolina Commission for the Blind also purchased some of the same
poor quality vending equipment, and has since had to replace all of them in the
Blind Licensed Vendors stands. They contract out all of their vending machine repair
maintenance to a private contractor that was not able to keep the machines
working properly. So for, with a lot of defective parts replaced, The South Carolina
Commission for the Blinds vending tech's still have these machines working in the
locations, but they are poorly made, and will not hold up in some of our high volume
or abusive stands. (Interstate Rest Areas, Federal & State Prison Systems).

Evaluation Method:
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This will be an ongoing process evaluated by the Business Enterprise Programs staff
across the board. This also will be evaluated and reviewed with the BL V's, their
helpers, and customers in locations that the SCCB provides services to etc., ensuring
their needs and concerns are monitored for improvement. We as an agency must
identify with a new plan for achieving reasonable, and measured results through
documentation to SCCB "BEP" dept. director, and to the Commissions leadership staff
proving a cost savings to the South Carolina Commission for the Blinds allocated yearly
budget. For this plan to work it will take dedication, leadership direction, and a staff
committed to leading while being mindful of the purpose and values our agency is
known for, to the blind clients we serve, and the tax paying citizens in the State of
South Carolina.
The data information I collected about streamlining vending machines at the SCCB
will produce cost savings by reducing travel statewide for repeated training classes to
the blind vendors, their helpers and staff counselors. Currently the BEP department
training coordinator/instructor provides a week long class at the SCCB in Columbia SC
for potential blind stand managers on vending machine operation. The trainer also
provides on-site instruction to stand managers, and their helpers statewide when the
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BLY moves to a new stand with various types of vending machines that they haven't
had training on yet. (Usually 8 to 10 times per year.)
The SCDC prison system requires our agency to provide training for blind vendors, and
their helpers that manage the "cashless" vending equipment in our prison stands four
times per year. This training is held at the SCCB in Columbia SC, and statewide in the
prison locations as needed. The BEP Technicians provide this on-site training 8 to 10
times per year. The required training sessions for the SCDC prison system mentioned
above could potently be cut in half if the SCCB would streamline the cashless vending
equipment in SCDC prison system.
Reduction in on-site training statewide also could be cut in half if a blind stand
manager moves from one stand to another in South Carolina. Only provide additional
training as needed to blind managers, helpers, and SCCB staff. The amount of service
calls and parts needed in the warehouse inventory would also be greatly reduced.
The newest vending machines bought over the past couple of years have had very
few mechanical issues, and are still under factory warranty. New machines fitted with
the MEI Bill Recycler eliminates the need for an expensive dollar bill changer. Evaluate
the need before spending funds. The Recycler cost less than $650.00, compared to
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$1,845.00 dollars for a dollar bill changer. See the Recycler appendices page 20.
I have also evaluated the cost saving to the BEP program if we would only buy junior
sized snack machines instead of "Full Sized" type. Reduction in the amount of products
for sale in a "Junior Sized" snack machine is very minimal, but the price saving is
hundreds of dollars less verses buying a "Full Sized" machine. Ninety percent of the
locations the SCCB provides vending machines to only need a junior sized snack.
The interstate rest areas, Federal & State Prisons, and a few building or complexes
with a large workforce will still need full sized snack machines. These locations usually
have three to five snack machines in place to cover the large volume of customers . In
the future buying the junior sized snack and cold food machines would save the SC
Blind Commission thousands of dollars each year! See page.12 (highlighted items.)

Summary and Recommendations:
The implementation of this idea I'm proposing will bring a much needed, and long
overdue change to the way our small agency does business in South Carolina . I'm
not saying that this potential change will solve all of the agency's machine problems
in a new ground breaking way, but using any of the data collected is a step in the
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right direction for the SC Blind Commission. Applying this change will benefit current
blind licensed vendors, and clients we serve in the future. This is recognizing a need for
change, and trying a new platform for creating solutions towards the desired goal.
With any agency coming up with something new, or making something old better
can be hard, but we need to "reframe challenges as opportunities". It could be a
game changer for all involved. Streamlining the equipment statewide will simplify the
operation for the blind clients, their helpers, and all SCCB staff.
We should start seeing immediate repair cost savings, a reduction in part inventory
cost, plus a huge travel & training cost savings that 's required by the SCCB counselors,
and the Technical Repair Staff. With such a mixed matched allotment of vending
equipment all over the state "Streamlining It" is the way to go for a cost savings that
the "Eye can See" at the South Carolina Commission for the Blind.
Integrating these findings into a standard operating procedure for the new procurement contract in 2017 is my recommendation to the SCCB "BEP" department. This will
be painting a bright future for blind clients we have yet had the opportunity to serve.
"Their future can be so bright, they will have to wear shades"!
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2017
Repair Pricing Addendum
For
South Carolina Commission for the Blind
January 31, 2017

Item

Labor Plus Parts Pricing

CBA- 2 Bill Acceptor
Rowe Circuit Boards
National Control Boards
AP Control Board s
AP D i splay Boards
Dixie Narco Boards
USI Control Boards
USI D isplay Boards

$65. 00
$85.00
$110.00
$85.00
$58.00
$85.00
$85 .00
$58.00

Please Direct All Questions To :
M i ke Frye

(704) 578-1620
mfrye@vendlngsvs .com

Repair Pricing
Labor Plus Parts
MEl&Conlux
3-Tube Mech's

$40.00

4-Tube Mech's

$46.00

5- Tube Mech's

$46.00

VN Bill Acceptors

$48.00

Conlux BA's

$48.00

Coinco

Coin Mech's

$38.00

Bill Acceptors

$55.00

Bo•rds
R•te Based on Model
W•rr.inty
202 O.ys
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New ADA Rules on Vendors and Equipment

Home

New Vending Machines

Page I of I

Used Vending Machines

Information

Contact

New ADA Rules on Vendors and Equipment
Vending operators now must comply with changes to the regulations mandated by the Americans
with Disabilities Act. Here are some of the key changes:
*require a forward and side reach range of 48" maximum and 15" minimum.
*product must be delivered at a minimum height of 15' to all users .
The new ADA standards apply to vending equipment that are considered "fixed equipment". "Fixed
equipment" is defined as being built into the structure of the building, attached to the wall or floor not freestanding.
Freestanding vending machines do not require these rules , but it still must be accessible to persons
with disabilities . That includes providing an accessible route and clear floor space at installation.
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Dept. Of Justice Official Clarifies Effect Of New ADA Rules
On Vending Firms And Equipment
Emily Jea

Emlly@vendingtimes.net
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CHICAGO •· Vending operators now must a,mply with
changes to the regulatrons mandated by the Amencans
with Disabilities Ad, but many are not sure what this
compliance requires. The new rules went into effect on
Marc/115. and the Nallonal Automatic Merchandis,ng
Association organized a webinar with a U S. Department
of Justice expert to help clarrfy what the rules mean to
the industry
Bart>ara Elkin . a legal advisor for the DOJ. explainea that
many of the standards in the new 2010 rules. applicable
to vending mactunes. are unchanged from the original
regulations drafted under the Americans with Oisabiltties
Act of 1990 There are some consequential changes 1n
the final rev1sKms to the regulallons published by the
DOJ on Sept 15. 2010. whlCll took effect on March 15,
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20 11. with comphance requ..ed 12 months thereafter
Putting industry memt>ers into the big picture. Elkin
explained that the 1990 ADA extends civil rights
protedt0ns to persons with disabilities similar to those
provtded based on race, color. sex. natk>nat ongin and
rehgt0n The ru~ provkte for equal opportunity ror
persons with d1sab1lrttes

1n

public accommodaUons,

employment, 1ransportat100. slate and local government
services and telecoml'T'lJntCahons
The ent~ies that must comply with tile rules. defined as
"Title 11." include state and local government programs
as well as services provided by publicly lunded scl1ools,
colleges and hospitals 8lld government agenctes But
compliance also is required of private, "Title Ill" entities,
defined as those that own, lease or operate facilities that
serve the public Examples ol such public accommodations lllclude restaurants, retail stores, hotels, movie theaters,
private schools, conventKln centers and recreation facifrttes
Elkin pointed out that vending machine manufacturers are not directly covered by the ADA . because they ere not state or
local government sefVices or public accommodations. "1f the machine 1s not compliant , the manufacturer is not liable,"
she stated However, ADA-covered facilities that offer vending machine services must ensure that those sen,ices are
accessible to persons with disabitihes. Thus, vending operators serving these sites are likely to be required by clients to
ensure their services are accessible. when the d1ent 1s required to comply with the rules
In some circumstances , compliance by Title 11 entities will require structural changes to existing facilities. This would
inckJde modifications that make the vending machine services accessible, as accessibility is defined by the rules.

http ://www.vendingtimes.com/ME2/dirmod.asp?nm=Vending+F eatures&type=Publishing. ..
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''Program access obligation runs to the Trtle II entity, not the vending machine manufacturer,.. Elkm repeated
For Title Ill entrties, the ADA requires that public accommodahons remove architedural barraers in existing facilities when
such modification is "read ily act11evable." wtuch is defined as "easity 'accomphshable' without much difficulty or expense."
Modification to a facility is conslde<ed not "readily actuevable" If rt requires extensive restrudunng . or substantial
expense. Such a determination ,s made on a case-by-case basis
Elkin emphasized that barrier removal obhgatton 1s the respons1bthty of the public accommodation -- again. not the
vending machine manufaciurer

NEW REACH REQUIREMENTS
Among the biggest changes to the rules that can affect vending are the reach requirements. The 1991 ADA rules require
a forward readl range of 48" maximum and 15" minimum. IMlen the customer approaches the machine from the side,
those rules specify a 54" maximum and 9.. minimum reach range
The 1991 ADA standards also require that the path in front of the machine have enough room for a wheelcha ir to
approach the machine and tum around, with a minimum of 30" in front of the patron and 48" clearance back from the
machine Additionally, the ground space around the machine must be "stable, f1rm and slip~res1stant."
The 2010 standards maintain most of these specifications. but revtse the side reach range - in a situation where clear
fk)or or ground space allows a parallel approach to an "element" - to 48" maximum hjgh reach and 15" minimum low
reach
The machine's operable parts must be placed within one or more of the reach ranges An "operable part" ts defined as a
component of an element that's used to insert or withdraw objects. or to actrvate. deactivate or adjust the element
Examples include buttons. buckets, swrtches. handles and doors
Elkin explained that, when the element is a vending machine. product must be delivered at a minimum height of 15" to all
users, and that the entrre button or switch array must be within the reach range "\\1th1n reach range means just that not above or below," Elkin emphasized 'The bottom of the vending bucket can drop lower and come up on a conveyor,
but it must be delivered at a minimum of 15 Inches "
The revised ADA rules also lflClude ··scoping" requirements, specifying that at least one of each type of '"depository ,
vending machine, change machine. and fuel dispenser In covered locations" meet the new standards
"If you have a bank of similar machines, at least one of each type rn,st mee1 the standards." explained Elkin. "If you have
three cold-drink machines in a bank, only one needs to comply If each machine ,s selling dillerent products. people with
disabilities should have access to au of them."
Machines on different floors or 1n different places on a floor are not considered to be serving the same group of people.
TherefOfe, at least one of each type of machine in each area must meet the ADA requirements In a hotel, for instance, a
vending bank on the first f100< that"s ADA cooipliant doesn't cover all floors . Elkin nstanced. since a pe,,;on with a
d1sab1lity shouldn't have the additional burden of coo,lng to the lobby to use the service ~ the machines on his or her fl00<
aren't compliant
The technical requirements of the ADA standards, unchanged fr001 1991 . require that equipment be designed so that all
users, wrth or without disabilities, can use the same controls or receive product: 1n the same way It cannot requ ire extra
steps fOf persons with disabilities
The rules for operable parts specify that they be operable with one hand. and tha1 they do not require tight grasping,
pinching or twisting of the wnst The force required to acttvate operable parts can be no more than five pounds
Elkin explained that the ADA slandards apply to "'fixed equipment," which can include vending machines. When a public
entity or a pubhc accommodation installs a new vending mad'line. or replaces or alters an existing one. then Ff that
machine 1s "fixed equipment," rt must comp,y with the applteabte ADA accessib1hty standards "Fixed" elements are
covered under the rules because they're considered to be part of the built en"Vlronment, since they are attached to the
facility . "Fixed equtpment" is defined as being boilt into the strudure of the building, attached to the wall or floor - not
freestanding .
One way to ascertain if equipment is rixed 1s to put 1t through the "upside down" test, the speaker explained. If the
building were turned upside down, any machtnes that wou ld remain 1n place rather than fall to the ground are considered
"fixed."
A vending machine 1s not considered to be ''fixed" simply because rt's plugged into the wall , Elkin continued "And if
machines in a line are bolted together. but not affixed or attached to the building structure in some manner, they are not
fixed equipment," she added.
One example of fixed equipment would be a coffee mactune that 1s plumbed 1nto the building's water system. or attad'led
by electrical conduit , rather than simply plugged into an electrical outlet. In such a case, entities covered under the ADA
must provide new and altered machines that comply with the 2010 standards
~ a covered ent~y provides vending machines that are not fixed (freestanding). it must still ensure that they are
accessible to persons with disabllilies· an accessible route and clear floor space are stm required at installation by the
bOth the 1991 and 2010 standards.
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As of March 15, vending machW'i es in covered facilities must comply with the 201 0 standards if there is a change to a
building or facility that could affect rts usability Such alterations include changes due to remodeling, renovation , or
changes or rearrangement of structural parts or elements .
However, under safe harbor rules, existing fixed vend ing machines that comply with the 1991 standards and are not
altered or replaced are not required to be modified to comply with the 2010 standards. The safe harbor no longer apphes

1f the covered entity replaces or alters the machines - new or altered machines must comply with the current standards
Elkin concluded by answenng the much-a5ked que•t1on of how the ADA rules are enforced

"Technically , there aren't fines. But the OOJ can seek penalties for noncompliance up to $55 ,000 for the ftrst v,olatoo ,
against the covered entity," explained the speaker "Sometimes, it can Just seek injunctive relief "
She emphasized that it IS not the vending operator who is required to comply with the regulations, but noted that the
accounts they serve will rely on their cooperation and assistance in providing accessible vending services. in order to
meet their ADA obl'9alions

Resources
ADA infonmation line (DOJ): (800) 514-0301 (v); (800) 5t4-0383 (TTY)
ADA website (DOJ) www ada gov
National Networt< of ADA Centers/Oisabimy & Business Technical Assistance Cen ters (formerly DBTACs) (800) 9494232 (Vo,ce and TlY)

ADA Update At OneShow
NAMA will hold a follow-up session on the new ADA requirements during the DneShow 1n Las Vegas on Wednesday.
Apnl 25 It will be part of the Government Marrs Symposium, whoch begins at 8 30 a m., and will be presented by
Carolyn Doppell-Gray of the Washington, DC-based laW firm Proskauer Rose LLP She counsels clients in a range of

industries, including lodging, stadiums, retail, unNersities, restaurants and hospitals, on all aspects of disability-related
emptoyment and accessibility requiremenls under federal , state and local law

Topic : Vend ing Features
Articles:
• Supreme Court Asks Government If Vending Macnines Must Comply 'Mth ADA Rules: Blind Patron Appeals Colte
Sult
· Fortune. Coca-Cola T<ms To Google To Lower Digltal S1gnage Costs
• Avanti And SfabbKiosks Chiefs Start The SeW Service Group
• Accent Food Sen,oces Aajuires Nevada's Java Pro's
• Accent Food Services Aajuires Vending Of Texas; Acquisition Is Fifth In 2017
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With the regulations mandated by the ADA (American Disabilities Act) for vending
operators in the United States, the South Carolina Commission for the Blind have been
working diligently to making changes to vending equipment upgrading canteens,
street routes, interstate rest area locations, SCDC prisons, and federal Prisons to stay in
compliance for the needs of disable consumers to insure services are accessible,
when the blind clients providing vending services in these locations or required to
comply with the rules.
The BEP department in the past few years have been informed of equipment that
needs to be upgraded for compliance standards to be met, and in those cases the
ADA issues were addressed promptly. All new equipment purchases for the SCCB
Business Enterprise Program on state contract meets the ADA requirements.
The ADA compliance and the new FDA requirements of calorie disclosure will be
applied as new machines are purchased for blind stand managers that have more
than 20 machines in their locations or street routes. Some equipment manufacturers
have the FDA requirements built into their software, and the nutrition information can
be displayed on the vending machines digital display, or with the ePort system. Pg. 29

South Carolina

In the News

There has been a lot of speculation about what the recent
updates mean and when they take effect, as a good partner
(and fellow advocate of the Vending Industry) USAT is here to
set the record straight.

In an attempt to create greater consumer awareness about the
nutritional content of the food we choose to eat, the FDA has
updated national food labeling guidelines, some of these changes
affect the vending industry , specifically the section titled : "Food
Labeling Calorie Labeling of Articles of Food in Vending Machines
(codified at 21 CFR 101 .8)

Sou th Carolina

The rule requires vending machine operators who own or operate
20 or more vending machines to declare calories for those items
for which the Nutrition Fact label cannot be examined before
purchase or for which visible nutrition information is not otherwise
provided at the point of purchase (see section 403(q)(5)(H)(viii) of
the FD&C Act)

Key Points for operators :
•

The intent of the FDA regulation is to provide consumers
with the caloric disclosure on or around the machine prior
to making the vend purchase. for ALL products being sold .

•

The caloric disclosure MUST include the "total calories"
being vended . This is different than "calories per serving "
because certain consumer product companies label their
products as "multiple servings" in the vend package thus
misleading the consumer with the total calories in the vend
package.

•

The caloric disclosure should be readily visible by the
consumer while at the machine so that the consumer can
see the information , the product in the machine , the price
and the product selection - all at the same time .

•

The FDA is flexible on how the caloric disclosure is
executed as long as the consumer can readily see the
caloric information/producUprice Acceptable forms include :
On the Product itself - front or back of pack. Should
the vend coil block the caloric information, the vend
operator is not in compliance .
o

An electronic or digital display

o

Labels or stickers

South Carolina

•

Forms of disclosure that do NOT meet the FDA
requirements include caloric information on a mobile app or
information on the side of a vending machine which is not
accessible to the consumer .

•

Vending companies are responsible for caloric disclosure not the consumer product companies

Vending Industry Compliance Dates
The compliance dates for ALL vending machines (including both
glass-front and non-glass-front machines) is DECEMBER 2016 .

There is one ( 1) exception to this compliance date for Glass-front
Machines , 1f and only if the vending company displays the caloric
disclosure, from either front or back of pack, on all products ,n
their vending machmes , but the "font size" on the product does not

meet the FDA requirements . This compliance has been extended
to April of 2018 only for those glass-front machines that meet
these requirements

How can USAT help you stay ahead of these changes

USA T's new ePort Interactive
hardware can provide the nutritional
disclosure required by the FDA
Better yet. as the industry's most
advanced , touchscreen . cloud
based , interactive media , and
content delivery platform is
supported by USA T's industry
leading ePort Connect service (a
PCI compliant. end-to-end . suite of cashless payment, telemetry
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and value-added services) the new interactive technology does a
lot more than simply help your operation stay compliant.

ePort lnteractive's features that can help keep you ahead of the
regulations (and the competition) :
•

Seamless Nutritional Integration with most major VMS
programs

•

Automatic Refund/Revend programs available

•

Interactive, Cloud Based Advertising Platform

•

MORE (Loyalty) compliant

•

Credit/Debit and Mobile Wallet acceptance

Contact your USAT sales representative at 800 .770 .8539 to
learn more .
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